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Quark Expeditions is promoting its
16-day Antarctic itinerary which
blends a cultural stop with an
Antarctica adventure, complete with
a 25% discount on shipboard
accommodation. 
Passengers travelling with the

operator can enjoy the Argentinian
capital’s heavily European-
influenced heritage before being

whisked away on a private charter
flight to explore Ushuaia. 
At sea, guests can experience the

wildlife and beaches teeming with
king penguins and elephant seals,
before experiencing a Zodiac ride,
hikes on glistening glaciers and 
sea kayaking. 
The 16-day expedition, from

February 9, 2017, on Ocean
Endeavour costs from £6,700
excluding a mandatory flight
package of £540. 

The price includes shipboard
accommodation, all meals on the
ship, Zodiac transfers and cruising,
plus services throughout the voyage
by an expedition leader.
By quoting the premium discount

code ‘ANT25’ or non-premium discount
code ‘ANT15’at the time of booking,
savings of up to 25% are offered on 
a range of suites and cabins. 
Call 0808-120 2333 or visit
quarkexpeditions.com for 
more information.
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Travel 2 took ten of its top agents on a VIP golf fam trip to Kissimmee, Florida. The trip was offered as part of the operator's last Golf Day
when agents had the chance to win a place on the fam. Pictured ready to tee off are, from the left: Doug Dorn, Experience Kissimmee; Isabel
Wiggins-Turner, Go Easy Travel; Jean Peasnall, The Independent Traveller; Michael Gibbs, Norad Travel; Mark Johnston, Co Op PTA;
Richard Fenton, Personal Travel Advisors; Simon Round, GRJ; James Colin Currie, Travel 2; Richard Law, John Henry Travel Services;
Andrew Rodgerson, Eshores; Paul Baldwin, Not Just Travel; and Paul Rushby, Direct Travel.
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Up to 25% savings with Quark Expeditions’ 16-day Antarctic adventure
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STRATEGIC DESIGN consultancy 20.20 has revealed details
of its new hospitality experiences created for Thomson
Cruises, which is preparing to launch its newest ship,
Thomson Discovery, this summer. 
Accommodating 1,830 passengers across 915 cabins,

Discovery will be the largest in the company’s fleet, with
guests able to choose from eight dining experiences,
including two signature restaurant brands created by 20:20.
Situated on the pool deck, Snack Shack is a casual

dining space bursting with colour and personality. It has an
iconic British flavour with brightly coloured beach huts
doubling up as dining booths. Each hut is named after 
a destination that the ship has visited. Diners also have the
choice of eating their ‘festival style’ food on timber picnic
benches and tables, in oversized deckchairs, or taking their
snack back to the poolside. 
20.20 has also created a new concept for the ship’s main

dining area, which it has rebranded Gallery 47 to provide 
a contemporary Italian offering.
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SKY HIGH...KwaZulu-Natal’s UK representative, Natalie de la
Porte, took a group of five Travel Counsellors on a fam trip to the
South African province. Agents were shown a range of highlights
including Durban, the Drakensberg mountain range, the Anglo-
Zulu battlefields and Zulu culture, with an overnight stay in St
Lucia –highlighting the coast and nature combo. The visit was
supported by Qatar Airlines, enabling agents to experience its
new service into Durban. Pictured at Moses Mabhida Stadium Sky
Car in Durban are the agents, from the left: Jeanette Coughla,
Marc Fitchett, Stuart Guide (Tourism KwaZulu-Natal); Debbie
Bosacki, Stephen Rowlay and Claire Walker.

BRITISH TRAVELLERS are completely divided in their
acceptance of robots being used in the travel and tourism
industry, according to a new study on the global acceptance
of robots and artificial intelligence by Travelzoo. 
The study shows that Chinese and Brazilian consumers

are the most optimistic about the benefits of robots featuring
as part of their holiday experience, but British respondents
were less convinced. Half of British respondents said they
found robots frightening, and almost two thirds expressed
concern about handing over day-to-day travel responsibilities
to machines. 
The independent survey of more than 6,000 people in Asia,

Europe, North America and South America also revealed that
nearly 80% of respondents globally expect robots to play 
a big part in their lives before 2020, with three quarters
believing they will make their lives significantly better. 
Robots are still new to the travel industry – the majority of

robots globally are being employed in manufacturing,
research and development and by the military. Early adopters
include large hotel chains such as Marriot International, who
has a robot called Mario in a customer-facing role at the
Marriot in Ghent, Belgium. Starwood Hotels also has a butler
robot and a hotel in Japan has Toshiba’s ‘communication
android’ Chihira Aico welcoming guests. Cruise companies
and airports are also starting to use robots.
The survey revealed that British consumers expressed 

a preference for being greeted by a human receptionist in 
a hotel, with 86% preferring a human over a robot in this
role. Opinion shifted, however, if robot receptionists were
able to handle questions more accurately and process more
information than their human equivalent – 52% would
choose a robot over a human in this scenario. Nearly three
quarters of UK respondents also believe robots have better
memories than humans, can process data faster and are
better at learning multiple languages. 
Learning a language is one thing, but understanding

cultural nuances, irony and humour is quite another, and
robots were not seen to be strong in this area. British
respondents were the most concerned about robots and the
subtle understanding of language – 78% of respondents
doubted a robot’s ability to understand informal language
such as slang, idiomatic phrases, irony and humour. 
Professor Stephen Page of Bournemouth University, 

a leading global authority on travel and tourism, said:
“Robots represent a major innovation to the tourism sector,
and their potential impact and use offers many new avenues
to enhance and develop the visitor experience of travel and
hospitality. Understanding how consumers will embrace and
interact with this new technology will be critical to their
adoption and dissemination in an industry that is one of the
market leaders in the use of technology.”
Other results from the survey found that: UK travellers

seem fairly happy with robots being used within the travel
industry, as long as a human is accompanying them;
speaking to a real person when booking a holiday is
important to UK travellers – they are the second-least
likely to agree that they would welcome the use of a robot
when taking holiday bookings over the phone (49%); 
a third of UK respondents wouldn’t accept the use of 
a robot as a waiter under any circumstance (33%); and
British respondents were the most averse to robots being
used in nurseries or kids’ clubs in resorts, with 55%
saying they wouldn’t accept this. 

Travelzoo research reveals Brits
divided over use of robots in travel 

New hospitality experiences for
Thomson Cruises’ Discovery
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CRUISE118.COM has insisted that more talented
youngsters need to be given opportunities if the industry is
to thrive in the future. 

The Cruise Lines International Association’s (CLIA’s)
Industry Outlook Report for the first quarter of 2016 was
hugely positive, predicting continued growth in the number
of passengers embarking on cruises, while also
suggesting that cruise lines will invest more than
$25billion (£17.4billion) into the building of 55 new ships
between now and 2020. 

However, as the demand for this type of holiday soars,
the need for skilled cruise workers will inevitably increase
too - and the search for talent is arguably the biggest
challenge facing companies in the coming years. 

Cruise118.com's MD, James Cole, feels that apprentices
will play a crucial role in plugging this skills gap, and will

ultimately determine whether or not the CLIA’s bold
projections for the industry prove to be accurate. 

He said: “We have taken on apprentices because it’s 
a great way to bring young and enthusiastic people into
our business. Government grants help to subsidise the
cost and we can give fantastic opportunities to youngsters
in our local community. Cruise holidays are changing, with
the average age of passengers consistently falling. It’s
vital, therefore, that the industry has a fresh injection of
young, passionate employees who reflect this shift.

“Hiring apprentices is beneficial on so many levels,
which is why it’s so important that such opportunities are
made more readily available - apprenticeships shouldn’t
be so difficult to find. Youngsters are the future, so it’s
imperative that cruise companies give them a chance to
develop within the cruise industry.”(Cruising - page 23)

Cruise118.com encourages global cruise companies to take a punt 
on young apprentices if the industry is to fulfil its potential 

Rental Cars reveals Brits' driving habits following survey of 1,000 UK adults
RENTAL CARS carried out research with 1,000 UK adults to find out about their travel habits.

Results from the data revealed that Niagara Falls was voted the most underrated tourist spot; the Netherlands was
revealed as the safest place to drive; Scots were revealed as the most adventurous travellers; and 83% of motorists
claim to research driving abroad but only 50% do so thoroughly.

For more information see rentalcars.com
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EASTER BUNNIES...Agents booking training sessions this spring with AmaWaterways will receive a visit from the Easter Bunny or the
March Hare who will arrive laden with hot cross buns, Easter eggs and other chocolate goodies, as well as the latest brochures and offers.
The sales team are touring the country on a special Easter roadshow and will visit any new and existing agents who request a visit.
Pictured ready to deliver the goods are the company's Amanda Elgie and Simon McDermott. 
For details email agency.sales@amawaterways.co.uk

NORWEGIAN IS bringing back the UK’s
only direct flights to Puerto Rico from
November following a successful first
winter season, with fares now
available from £159 one-way 
including taxes.

From November 2, the airline will
continue its service to the island’s
capital San Juan with twice-weekly
direct flights from Gatwick on the
airline’s new larger Boeing 787-9
Dreamliner. With more than 25,000
seats on sale, these new aircraft offer
18% more seats per flight in two
classes – Premium and Economy.

With an earlier scheduled arrival
time in Puerto Rico from last
season, passengers will be able to
meet cruise line departures and
make flight connections to other
Caribbean islands more easily.

Thomas Ramdahl, the carrier's
chief commercial officer, said: “With
our 787 Dreamliners flying nearly
full it’s no surprise Puerto Rico is
back by popular demand. This
coveted route is the cheapest
gateway to the Caribbean and nearly
25,000 British holidaymakers have
taken advantage of our affordable

flights in comfortable brand 
new aircraft."

The service will operate
throughout the winter season until
March 22, 2017.

Monarch adds Malaga for winter 2016/17 from Leeds Bradford Airport 
MONARCH HAS announced a new winter route from Leeds Bradford Airport to Malaga on the Costa Del Sol as part of its
winter schedule for 2016/17. 

The new Malaga route will now operate throughout the winter months flying twice-weekly on a Monday and Saturday.
Commenting on the new launch, Tony Hallwood - LBA's aviation development director - said: "We welcome the arrival

of a new winter Monarch route serving the Costa Del Sol. This route will now operate year-round providing easy access
for Yorkshire overseas home owners and holidaymakers alike. Malaga becomes Monarch's fifth winter destination to be
flown from Leeds Bradford alongside Alicante, Faro, Tenerife and Barcelona."
For more information visit monarch.co.uk

Norwegian offers flights to Caribbean from £159 one-way including taxes
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EUROSTAR HAS announced three new routes which will
run direct from London St Pancras station to the South
of France. 

From March 25, passengers will be able to reach Lyon,
Avignon and Marseille direct from London. The three times
weekly direct service is available on Monday, Friday and
Saturday between March 25 and July 5, and will then
increase to five times per week between July 6 and August
31. From September 1 to November 1 the service reverts
back to three times per week.

Approximate times from London to Lyon are 4hr 41mins,
London to Avignon 5hr 49mins and London to Marseill: 6hrs
27mins. 

Single fairs start from £40 with the added bonus of no
extra luggage charges, and tickets can be booked six
months in advance. 
For more information or to book visit eurostar.com 
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YES WE CANNE!...Representatives from Jet2.com and Manchester
Airport recently waved off Jet2.com’s exclusive flight to the MIPIM
Conference, held in Cannes. Among the 189 passengers on the full
flight to Nice was Sir Howard Bernstein, CEO of Manchester City
Council, plus delegates from Marketing Manchester. The carrier
added the extra flight to meet unprecedented demand, after its
initial flights for the largest international property and real estate
event sold out in record time. Pictured marking the new flight is
the airline’s charter and airline sales manager, Trevor Caplis
(left), with Sir Howard Bernstein and cabin crew members. 

Rickshaw Travel offers ethical
elephant experiences
IN LIGHT of Rickshaw Travel’s meaningful travel
experiences and the recent controversies surrounding
elephant riding, one major goal for the operator in 2016 is to
end the offer of elephant riding excursions altogether. 

During the new trip to the Sumatran jungle, travellers can
treat elephants to a scrub down in the river instead, and the
new experience means that travellers can help support the
local community in a grassroots project that actively hires
ex-loggers and trains them up as guides.

During the three-day trip, travellers will stay in a rustic
bungalow on the banks of the Kualsa Buluh River,
accessible only by boat, with prices from £225. The price
includes breakfast accommodation, jeep transfers from
Bukit Lawang to Tangkahan, elephant washing and
transfers to Samosir. 
Visit rickshawtravel.co.uk for further information.

Eurostar launches new services from
London to the south of France 

•   Win a £50 Marks & Spencers voucher with Taber
Holidays

•   £100 World Duty Free vouchers, a Nandos'
hamper and yummy sweetie hamper to be won
courtesy of Liverpool John Lennon Airport.

•   Up to £100 of One4All Gift vouchers to be won
with Innstant Travel 

•   Voyages SNCF is giving away a pair of return
tickets with Eurostar to Paris.

Visit travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions and
travelbulletin.co.uk/video-box for details 
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Agent competition
Excite Holidays has issued its BIG FAT Guide

to the Greek Islands featuring hotel
brochures, destination guides, Island-hopping
itineraries, a Selling Greece social media kit,
Greek Island Facebook tiles and a Greek
Island map. Every agent who downloads the
guide will go into a draw to win tickets for
themselves and their team to a screening of
My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2. Details at
excitecampaigns.com/greekferries  

AGENT TRAINING
�  A LIMITED EDITIONBahamas carry-on
cabin bag is available to agents
completing The Islands Of The Bahamas
online training programme at
nassautraining.com and then registering
two Bahamas bookings by April 30 (email
details of the bookings to
mrayner@bahamas.co.uk). Agents making
a Nassau/Paradise Island Hotel booking
and registering it at nassaurewards.com
are also eligible for a £20 Amazon or
Love2Shop voucher. All participants will
also be entered into the draw for a place
on a fam trip in June. 

�  A WIDE RANGE of Sydney and Regional
NSW tourism products and destinations
will be showcased to hundreds of key
trade partners next month, with
Destination NSW to host its 2016 United
Kingdom and Europe trade mission. The
programme will include information and
networking sessions with the aim of
increasing overnight visitor expenditure
from each market operators and will be
held from April 5-14 across London,
Manchester, Glasgow, Dusseldorf, Berlin
and Frankfurt and Paris. Attendees will
also have the chance to win flights to
Sydney courtesy of Qantas and Qatar
Airways. For details see travel-
one.net/dnswmission and
sellingtravel.co.uk/dnswmission

MOTOWN MATES...SuperBreak recently treatedagents and key partners to see Motown TheMusical which has just opened in London.Pictured getting ready to enjoy the show areVictoria Jones from Advantage Travel Centres(left) and Jane Atkins from SuperBreak. 

Booking incentives
� TO CELEBRATE Azamara Club Cruises' multi-
million pound investment in the refurbishment of
its two mid-sized ships, the cruise line is increasing
rewards offered through Club Royal by 300%.
Trade partners registered to the loyalty scheme
will be credited with £40 spending money on all
bookings made by March 31, marking an increase
of £30 per booking. For details see
cruisingpower.co.uk 

� TRAVEL 2’s Every Day’s a Pay Day campaign is
continuing this month and the company is offering
agents bonus payments on Turkish Airlines
bookings. Agents can earn between £10 and £200
T2 Rewards on a number of qualifying itineraries,
with cruise and tour packages offering the highest
rewards. There is a chance to earn even more by
making qualifying bookings that include Turkish
Airlines flights with an additional £5 bonus for
Economy or Comfort Class booking and an extra
£20 for Business Class bookings. The company is
also giving agents the chance to win one of four
Red Letter Days’ vouchers worth £200 each as part
of its latest campaign with Virgin Australia – ‘Fly
Virgin Australia & Discover Australia'. Agents can
get their hands on spa days, supercar race days, hot
air balloon rides and a host of other great
experiences. To be entered into the prize draw,
agents should make a qualifying booking before
March 31 that includes a Virgin Australia flight.
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LEGER HOLIDAYS is combining history, culture 
and architecture on its new air holiday, ‘Grand 
Imperial Explorer’. 

Over nine days the sightseeing tour takes in a
selection of Central European cites beginning in Krakow
with its UNESCO listed Old Town and impressive castle.
From there clients will head towards Budapest where an
optional sightseeing tour takes visitors to the Royal
Palace, Parliament building and St. Stephen’s Basilica. 

The itinerary then travels to Vienna, once the centre of
the Habsburg empire, followed by Bratislava and ending
in Prague. 

Prices lead in at £899 per person, based on a June 12
departure and two sharing a standard room. It includes
eight nights’ breakfast accommodation, eight evening
meals, flights to Krakow (returning from Prague) and
transfers in Poland and the Czech Republic. 

Travel is by local air-conditioned coach and escorted
by a tour manager.  

Microsoft joins forces with Butlin’s
BUTLIN’S HAS announced Microsoft Ltd as the newest activity
partner for its Astonishing Family Science Weekends in 2016.  

The partnership supports the brands’ shared goal to engage
and inspire the next generation of scientists, and equip them
with the skills required to thrive in a digital world.  

The Microsoft workshops will teach children and their
parents how to design, create and play a computer game in
under 60 minutes and programme a BBC micro:bit to open the
door to a world of technological creativity.

Dave Coplin, chief envisioning office at Microsoft, said: “At
Microsoft, we’re committed to helping people of all ages learn
the fundamentals of computing while engaging in fun projects
to create incredible results.  We believe that computers and
coding should become a literacy much like mathematics is
today, and as such should be used broadly as a foundation
across many other disciplines. Therefore, we’re delighted to be
able to work with Butlin’s as part of its Astonishing Family
Science Weekends to bring a love and understanding of
computing that will empower the next generation to use
technology to do amazing things that will help them and those
around them achieve more in everything they do.” 

Bratislava
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IT IS now possible for clients to have a taste of Italy’s Umbria
region before visiting by downloading the VR360 video of the
region and taking a virtual, immersive tour through its main
attractions -  from hamlets and cultural and spiritual itineraries,
to events and beautiful landscape. The video can be downloaded
from Umbriatourism.it 

Cruise industry leaders take centre stage at CLIA conference
THREE OF the most influential men in the cruise industry will take centre stage at this year’s CLIA Conference
from May 18-20.

Carnival Corporation CEO Arnold Donald, Royal Caribbean Cruises' president and COO, Adam Goldstein, and
Larry Pimentel, president and CEO of Azamara Club Cruises, have been announced as keynote speakers for the
event which takes place in Southampton in May.

The conference will also showcase the world’s newest and most innovative cruise ship - Royal Caribbean
International's Harmony of the Seas. Delegates will also have the opportunity to visit P&O Cruises’ Ventura as
CLIA celebrates the tenth anniversary of the largest cruise travel agent event in Europe.

More than 600 delegates have registered for the CLIA Conference including a record 470 travel agents.
The association's Europe VP of operations, Andy Harmer, said: “We are delighted that Arnold, Adam and Larry

will be joining us at this year’s very special conference. They will each bring their own unique perspective on the
cruise industry at a time when we are witnessing significant change.

“The 2016 CLIA Conference will be a celebration of cruise under the theme ‘Join the Cruise Revolution’. Our
first conference took place in 2007 when our membership totalled 750 agencies and 21 cruise lines – we now
have an amazing 3,400 travel agency members and 51 cruise lines working with CLIA in the UK & Ireland. We
have witnessed tremendous change over the past decade and this revolution continues in all areas – new ships,
ports and destinations, and particularly in the way in which we sell the cruise product to today’s customers."

Agents also have the opportunity to take part in a special pre-conference sales and communications
masterclass on MSC Splendida on Tuesday May 17, which also includes a tour of the ship and lunch.

Leger Holidays launches new cultural explorer itinerary 
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Where Am I?

This distinctive tower opened in 1869 and is both a national
landmark and popular attraction, which welcomes over

100,000 visitors every year. Set on a hilltop it
commemorates a 13th-century Scottish hero.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, March 31st. Solution and new puzzle

will appear next week.

The winner for 11th March is Irene Gray, Design Holidays

in West Sussex.

March 11 Solution: A=1    B=5    C=7    D=6

Number: 012

Across 
1. Scandinavian airline (7)
4. Currency of Bulgaria (3)
6. Rent A Car company (5)
7. Desert and Mount (5)
8. Irish city (4)
10. Greece specialist, part of Thomas Cook (5)
13. Queen Alia International airport serves this

city (5)
14. Ancient South American civilisation (4)
17. First name of champion tennis player,

sounds out of this world (5)
18. Capital of Vietnam (5)
19. Larnaca International airport code (3)
20. Famous beach on Oahu (7)

Down 
1. Country where England recently won the Six

Nations Grand Slam (6)
2. Travellers' protection scheme, initially (4)
3. Capital of Dominica (6)
4. State capital of Nebraska (7)
5. Colorado ski resort (4)
9. Tours of Dracula's Castle are popular in this

country (7)
11. European capital city with a Concerto named

for it (6)
12. The largest island in French Polynesia (6)
15. London cricket venue (4)
16. Carrier with a Bangkok HQ, ___ Airways (4)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
please see page 30

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

01
2

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Industry
Insight by...

AITO member, Ian Prior of Westway Travel,
outlines how agents should be capitalising
on membership benefits...

It was some 15 years ago when I joined AITO
(www.aito.com), believing that having holidays to
sell which the big branded agencies were not

able to offer, was a major benefit.
I paid a low subscription fee and briefed my staff

about the opportunities available to them and
waited for the business to roll in. It didn’t quite roll
in at first, but the odd booking certainly kept me
quiet. Last summer, it dawned on me that the
business plan was sound, but had I done enough to
engage and promote a series of companies that
offer so many exciting and different holiday
experiences? I considered resigning from AITO, but
instead chose to give it one last shot, still paid 
a low subscription fee and now cannot believe 
I wasted 15 years not truly making the most of
being a member of such a great association.

My business was historically a holiday shop,
booking traditional holidays. But do we really
compete with the big boys with their marketing
budgets and discounting? Like many other agents,
we matured into selling luxury or tailor-made
itineraries to well-recognised world destinations. It
therefore made sense to look elsewhere, and yet
how can I expect my team to know everything 
about every corner of the world or special 
interest holidays?

Well, it is not as difficult as it sounds, when you
start talking to your staff and operators about how
to get the key messages across. I came up with 
a three-point plan, which started with
understanding our customers. For instance, people
love to pursue their hobbies whilst away and what
better way to do it than abroad and with different
people? So, you’ve got to really take the time to
understand your clients – you will be surprised
how they respond. You’d then have the opportunity
to talk to them about that ‘garden’ experience as

an extra to their Canada holiday.
Garden holidays, what do we know about that?

Well do not be frightened…AITO operators have the
knowledge and experience you need. All you have
to do is ask. Over the recent months, AITO
operators have spoken to our clients directly on
our behalf and together we have looked at the best
way we present to the clients using the operators’
stock of images, video links, interactive itineraries
and testimonials. All this has enormously helped
improve our conversion ratio. It has also introduced
upsell opportunities at twice the price and twice
the commission.

Finally, I realised that this did not happen unless
I joined the party. So I now actively participate in all
of the AITO events to meet people. As you have to
understand your client better, why not get to know
your tour operator friends better too? I now
encourage my team to take advantage of training
courses on these niche products. I throw myself
into the conferences and social events and apart
from learning more and building relationships, 
I have been made to feel so welcome in an
association that wants to strengthen agent-
operator bonds. With my new colleagues – and an
understanding of their businesses – we are now
collaborating on strong marketing campaigns in
both a traditional and digital format that is reaping
growth in our AITO business.

About 40 years ago, AITO took on the debate
about bonding and industry cartels for independent
travel companies. Today it continues to lobby
interested parties on these same points. What’s
more now than ever, like me, AITO understands
that we live in an ever changing market that 
needs a different approach to the old ways of
selling travel.

bulletinbriefing
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London, Amsterdam & New York remain
top destinations for UK business travel 
NEW DATA from American Express Global Business Travel
(GBT) highlights the destinations most booked by UK-based
business travellers in 2015, with traditional global business
hubs leading the table. 

As in 2014, North America dominates international bookings
outside Europe with four cities in the top ten, but emerging
economies and technology hubs are also popular.  

The data covers all air and rail bookings made directly with
GBT by UK-based travellers in 2015, and provides a snapshot
of business travel flows within, and from, the UK. Whilst
London, Amsterdam and New York remain as the top
destinations for domestic, European and wider international
business travel respectively, Shanghai has seemingly lost its
lustre since 2014 and has dropped out of the top ten most-
booked international destinations outside Europe. In fact,
bookings by UK-based travellers to China saw a 17% decrease
year-on-year in 2015, potentially reflecting international
concerns about the country’s economic situation. 

The research revealed that when it comes to international
travel outside of Europe, New York and San Francisco lead
bookings made by UK-based travellers. San Francisco has
replaced Dubai as the second most popular destination,
suggesting that the technology hub of Silicon Valley has
increased in importance for business relationships. Dubai’s
lower ranking may also be symptomatic of the general trend of
reduced business travel from Europe to the Middle East.

The most-booked domestic destination for UK business
travellers was London, as in 2014, closely followed by a range
of cities from around the UK: Glasgow, Edinburgh, Belfast and
Manchester. The introduction of Leeds into the rankings
reinforces the increasing importance of the north as a
business hub in the UK.

businessbulletin

URBAN COTERIE, located on the top floor of the architecturally striking M By Montcalm hotel in London’s Tech City, is offering organisers
the opportunity to exclusively hire its Urban Coterie restaurant coupled with its spaces for business events or special occasions. The
restaurant offers views over the city and a backdrop for anything from board lunches to celebration dinners. Exclusive hire of the space
can be coupled with formal event spaces for meetings and conferences. For details call 0203-837 3026 or email mevents@searcys.co.uk 

LONDON HILTON on Park Lane has
announced the launch of its new
meeting offering, Creative Hubs, that
recognises the growing demand for
mobile, connected and inspiring work
environments for business and 
leisure travellers. 

The hotel has introduced the full
service desk space as part of its
existing meeting offerings. 

The packages offered includes the
Huddle, available to be booked two
weeks in advance, for up to five

people, and the Hot Desk, which is
available for bookings 48 hours in
advance, for up to two people. 

Creative Hub packages include
complimentary Wi-Fi, stationery and
access to the hotel’s business
facilities, as well as a continuous
catering service that includes coffee,
tea, sweets and biscuits throughout
the day. Bookings also include a
dedicated reception desk and AV
facilities, available on request at an
extra charge. Lunch can be booked on

the day of through room service or
sandwiches can be pre-ordered. 

Alternatively, guests have the choice
of reserving a table in one of the
hotel’s famous restaurants. 

The Huddle meeting space starts
from £100 for one hour, up to £400 for
up to eight hours. The Hot Desk is
£199 per day for up to ten hours. All
prices exclude VAT.

For details visit
hilton.com/londonparklane or call
020-7208 4047. 

�  BEIRUT'S LE GRAY has launched a ‘Business Stay Package’, offering
business travellers breakfast accommodation in a deluxe room,
one piece pressing daily, 15% discount on food and drink and two-
hour complimentary use of the boardroom. Prices are from £225
plus 10% VAT. Email reservations@legray.com

�IBIS HOTELS has introduced _SPACE by ibis - a new meeting room
and office concept available at 20 of its UK hotels. All spaces
include unlimited tea and Nespresso, unlimited Wi-Fi, thorough
setup, no hidden charges and no kick out time. AV support is also
provided for meetings, from setting up Skype calls to the in-built
projector screens to ease connectivity. Daily delegate rates start
from £25 per person and £30 per person including hot buffet. Day
office rates start from £50, with daily room hire starting from £150
and all with beanbags. Details at spacebyibis.com 

�  FOR A LIMITED time (between July 25 and September 1) event
organisers will be able to exclusively hire the Summer Sky Riviera
themed top floor of The Gherkin for corporate events, parties,
awards and dinners. 

�  TRAVEL BUYERS are forecasting a confident outlook for business
travel in 2016, despite broader economic challenges, according to
new research from the ATPI Group and the Institute of Travel and
Meetings (ITM) undertaken at the end of 2015. 

�  FOR THE NEXT 12 months, 55% of ITM travel buyers surveyed
predict that their people will travel more, and a significant 72% feel
very or quite confident about their business outlook and growth
opportunities for 2016. 

�  HRS – GLOBAL Hotel Solutions has announced a new partnership
with MICE expert meetago to offer simplified and more structured
processes for both chain and independent hotels who can expect
lower process costs as a result.  

�������

New 'Creative Hubs' meeting offering from Park Lane's London Hilton
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LONDON LUTON Airport (LLA) is currently investing more
than £110million in a transformation project which will
increase annual capacity by 50% and to 18 million passengers
per year by its completion in 2020.
Changes are already underway; customers seeking pre-

flight relaxation can now check in to the new £1million
executive lounge and the security area has been re-located
and equipped with the latest systems to help speed up
screening and reduce queues. 
The airport it is also seeing record passenger numbers,

with a 16.9% increase in passengers last year. Six new routes
from the airport have launched this month including services
to Amsterdam, Barcelona and Turin and a further six have
been confirmed for the summer schedule, including three
new airline partners - Vueling, Transavia and Adria Airways.

To meet demand, the
airport is also delivering
improvements to transport
connectivity with an upgrade
to Junction 10a of the M1
already delivered, providing 
a direct link to central London. 
The airport is currently working with the Department for

Transport to secure more fast train services as part of the
new East Midland Trains franchise from 2018, in line with the
Express services serving London’s other major airports. In
the meantime, the introduction of overnight services in
December has made rail viable for travellers whatever time
their flight, and LLA is expected to be added to the Oyster
network this year.

A WARM Shakespeare welcome is to be given to passengers arriving at Birmingham Airport, following the
unveiling of a new artwork installation that ties in with the celebrations of 400 years of William
Shakespeare’s legacy. Designed in partnership with destination management organisation, Shakespeare’s
England, the artwork is located in the arrivals pier of the terminal building and gives visitors a taste of
what the region can offer, showcasing the range of tourist attractions. Pictured marking the new addition
are (back row) from the left: Helen Peters and Geoff Spooner, Shakespeare’s England; with Paul Kehoe,
Birmingham Airport; and a supporting cast in the front row, from the left: Emmeline Foster, Mollie Taylor
and David Jackson from Shakespeare Aloud! Visit birminghamairport.co.uk 

£1 Singapore stopover
sale from 

Singapore Airlines
CLIENTS PLANNING 
a holiday to the Far East or
Australasia can fly with
Singapore Airlines and take
a stopover in Singapore from
£1 per person. 

The special ‘Singapore
Stopover Holiday’ offer is
available to book until April
30 and includes hotel
accommodation, transfers,
unlimited SIA Hop-on bus
rides and admission to
more than 15 attractions. 

Prices start from £1 per
person for Category A
hotels, or clients can be
upgraded to Category B
from £21.

The offer can also be
combined with further
discounts and special
offers on shopping, dining
and transport services with
the Boarding Pass
Privileges’ programme, as
well as the Changi Dollar
Voucher scheme, which
offers transit passengers
$40 of free vouchers to
spend in the airport. 

Meanwhile, the airline is
to introduce services to both
Canberra and Wellington
with the launch of a new
‘Capital Express’ route. 

The new flights from
Singapore will connect the
capitals of both Australia
and New Zealand and,
subject to regulatory
approvals, will be operated
four times weekly from
September 20.
For more information visit
singaporeair.com/sqagents

ACCORDING TO a survey conducted by
Southall Travel, long-haul passengers
consider flying direct to their destination
the most important element when choosing
their flight.
The survey of 1,400 British passengers

voted flying direct the most important
element, more so than customer service,
legroom and in-flight entertainment. 
When asked to rank a number of factors

from one to ten based on their top priorities
when flying long-haul, the need for speed
over comfort was further supported with
22% of Brits saying they wouldn’t consider
flying indirect, no matter how much
cheaper it proved. 
However, cost is still important, with the

price of flights ranked as top priority when
booking and the only factor more

important to holidaymakers than arriving
with minimal delays. 
Despite our ever growing love affair with

electronic devices, the ability to stay connected
with complimentary Wi-Fi was voted the
lowest priority when flying long-haul. 
Kuljinder Bahia, managing director of

Southall Travel, said: “With long-haul flight
prices becoming increasingly competitive,
more people are opting to explore
destinations further afield. These latest
results prove time really is of the essence
for many passengers and reaching their
destination as quickly as possible is
essential. Passengers are really prioritising
costs and timings with little regard for in-
flight comforts, which could lead to some
interesting developments for the future of
flying long-haul.”

London Luton Airport’s transformation gathers pace

Flyers choose time over comfort to reach destination

airtravel
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MAIN HUB(S):
Toronto/Montreal/Vancouver & Calgary
From the UK Air Canada also offers regular services to  St.
John's/Ottawa/Halifax and many other cities within Canada
and the USA.

NO. OF DESTINATIONS/COUNTRIES
SERVED:
Together with its Air Canada Express regional partners and
leisure carrier, Air Canada rouge, Air Canada serves over 38
million passengers annually and provides direct passenger
service to more than 190 destinations on five continents.

NO. OF AIRCRAFT:
Air Canada: 205
Air Canada Express: 164
Air Canada rouge:  39

AIRCRAFT TYPES:
Air Canada:  
Embraer 190 (E90)
Airbus A319-100 (319)
Airbus A320-200 (320)
Airbus A321-200 (321)
Boeing 767-300ER (763)
Boeing 777-200LR (77L)
Boeing 777-300ER (77W)
Boeing 787-8 (788)
Airbus A330-300 (333)
Air Canada rouge:
Airbus A319-100 (319)
Airbus A321-200 (321)
Boeing 767-300ER (763)
Air Canada express:
Bombardier Dash 8-100 (DH1)
Bombardier Dash 8-300 (DH3)
Bombardier CRJ 200 (CRJ)
Bombardier Q400 (Jazz) (DH4)
Bombardier Q400 (Sky Regional) (DH4)
Beechcraft 1900D (BEH)
Embraer 175
CRJ 705

CODE-SHARE AGREEMENTS:
Numerous.

NAMES OF CLASSES:
Air Canada:  Economy, Premium Economy, Business Class &
International Business Class.
Air Canada rouge: rouge, Premium rouge

DETAILS OF SEAT PITCH IN
ECONOMY/FIRST CLASS: 
Economy: 31-34" and Premium Economy: 38"
International Business class: lie-flat  A319-100 38-39"

ALLIANCE MEMBER: 
Air Canada is a founding member of Star Alliance, the world's
most comprehensive air transportation network.

AIRLINE'S MAIN USPS:
Air Canada has more non-stop direct services from the UK to
Canada than any other airline.

FREQUENT FLYER/LOYALTY SCHEME:
Aeroplan Loyalty Program.

AGENT PERKS/TRAINING/FAM TRIPS:
Online Travel Training (OTT) tool is available
Agency rates are available to Canada/USA/Central America
& Mexico.

NEW ROUTE DEVELOPMENTS/PLANS
FOR 2015/16:
Air Canada’s network continues to expand with the addition
of new international destinations. Since December 2014, Air
Canada and Air Canada rouge have announced new
international routes to Seoul, Brisbane, Lyon, London-
Gatwick, Casablanca, Prague, Budapest, Glasgow and
Warsaw and Osaka. Adding these latest services to those
launched in 2015 between Toronto and Dubai, Delhi and
Amsterdam, further strengthens Air Canada’s main hub in
Toronto to better serve passengers in the Americas, Europe
and Asia. 

FLEET DEVELOPMENT NEWS:
Air Canada is renewing its international fleet with state-of-
the-art and fuel efficient Boeing 787 Dreamliner and
777-300ER aircraft featuring new passenger amenities. Air
Canada plans to operate 11 Boeing 787 Dreamliners by the
end of 2015, including three larger 787-9 versions, with all
37 scheduled to be delivered by the end of 2019. The
Dreamliner currently serves a growing list of routes from
Toronto and Vancouver. Dreamliners are featured on Air
Canada’s routes from Vancouver to Asia (Shanghai, Beijing,
Tokyo and Seoul) and select routes from Toronto (Dubai,
Delhi, Tel Aviv, Copenhagen, London, Paris, Milan and
Zurich). 

OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS/
DEVELOPMENTS:
Air Canada will expand its newest International Business
Class product and Premium Economy seating to all 25
aircraft in its Boeing 777 fleet, beginning in the fourth
quarter of 2015, consistent with seating on its Boeing 787
Dreamliner fleet. Customers now have the option of booking
Air Canada's Premium Economy cabin featured on the
Boeing 787 Dreamliners and select Boeing 777-300ER
aircraft featuring enhanced comfort and service.

RESERVATION NUMBER:
0871 220 1111

UK CONTACT: 
Maggie Boto-White - Manager Leisure and Specialist
Sales - UK  

WEBSITE ADDRESS:
www.aircanada.com

In a series of features that focus
on different airlines, we take a
closer look at...
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LYON-SAINT EXUPERY, the third largest airport in France, has now enabled passengers the
option to drop off both their luggage and skis at check-in to avoid queuing twice. A security
guard, accompanied by a security officer, will collect the skis or snowboard and, on landing,
an airport team member picks up passengers’ skis and equipment and puts them on racks for
collection. Skis and boards are safe at all times and baggage collection is hassle free. The
airport offers several transport links to the Alps and its location avoids travelling through
Lyon city centre. A number of airlines serve the airport including Flybe from Birmingham,
easyJet from Bristol, Edinburgh, Belfast or Manchester, while London flights are offered from
British Airways, easyJet and Monarch. 

Early bird offers from
Royal Brunei Airlines

ROYAL BRUNEI Airlines is
offering a host of early bird
offers for bookings made
online before April 4.
With a non-stop Dreamliner

service to Dubai from Heathrow,
the carrier is the only airline to
guarantee a 100% long-haul
Dreamliner service, and is
highlighting return Economy
flights from £319 per person, valid
for travel between April 6-June 21
and August 15-November 30.
The airline also offers

competitive connectivity and
flight times to destinations
throughout Europe, Asia and
Australasia. Also included in the
early bird offers are Economy
flights from Heathrow to Bali
from £488, to Kota Kinabalu
from £508, to Melbourne from
£656 and Brunei from £678.
Visit flyroyalbrunei.com/united-
kingdom for more information.
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mexico

Think you know Mexico’s cuisine? It’s never been more
exciting; star chefs, passionate artisans and foodie
superheroes are fervently redefining the meaning,

interpretation and expression of Mexican cooking. 
What distinguishes Mexico’s approach to making meals –

apart from the deep respect for ancient cooking methods,
wealth of chilli, cacao, corn and cactus varieties, and
regional diversity? The palpable spirit – and the fact that
everyone -from the street-food sellers to the haute-cuisine
chefs - all create their delicious flavours with so much
dedication. This a country where the food and drink is laced
with stories old and new, and each taste can be linked
passionately to Mexico's people, history and geography. 

Foodie revolution
UNESCO endorsed Mexican cuisine as an Intangible
Cultural Heritage and acclaim for Mexico’s gastronomy now
dazzles from every corner of the globe. Indeed, the
contemporary Mexican kitchen simmers with surprises:
tostadas paired with uni (sea urchin, pronounced oo-nee) or
fragrant coriander foams are among the spectrum of new-
generation dishes that are delighting and satisfying the
most discerning palates. Little wonder then that three of
the world’s 50 best restaurants have been named in
Mexico; smoky mezcals, small-batch chocolates, powerful
chillies – modern Mexican gastronomy respectfully
references centuries of culinary traditions to put a true
foodie revolution into motion – spanning farm-to-table
dining to haute cuisine. 

Gastronomic gems
What contributes to this kaleidoscopic cuisine is the
country’s rich geography and differing climates: Mexico is
coastal as well as mountainous, and as well as 
being equatorial and tropical, there are farming-friendly
colder regions. 
From the winemaking regions of Baja California to the

coffee fields of the south, to cheese production in the
north to the mole of Oaxaca, there’s something piquant to
discover in every pocket of this diverse land. 

Thought-provoking chefs, boundary-pushing artisans
and innovative makers are changing the way we think
about Mexican cooking. Culinary styles finessed through
history remain at the heart of the Mexican diet. Born 
a couple of centuries ago as a worker’s meal, the taco
became a fast-food Tex-Mex snack in recent decades –
now Mexican staples such as this have evolved into a true
fetish for foodies. 
Mexican cuisine has a lot of daring indigenous

ingredients to thank for, making it world famous. Sensory,
witty, punchy, zingy – just some of the adjectives you might
use to describe your dishes when you visit. Provecho! 

Dining experiences not to be missed 
Pujol - Executive head chef, Enrique Olvera is famous for
redesigning traditional Mexican cuisine and updating its
look and taste for discerning contemporary diners. Having
studied at the Culinary Institute of America, this Mexico-
born chef opened Pujol in 2000 with a small budget and
huge ideas. This elegant restaurant, in the neighbourhood
of Polanco, has often been hailed the country’s very best. 
Rosetta - Executive head chef, Elena Reygadas, trained at
the French Culinary Institute in New York, and having
spent time at some of London’s top restaurants –
including six years Locanda Locatelli – she returned to
Mexico to open Rosetta in 2010. One of the best fine-
dining destinations in the capital city, its seasonal dishes
suit adventurous palates, eschewing the excesses some
premium restaurants are known for. This dedication to
flavour saw Elena awarded Best Female Chef 2014 as part
of Latin America’s 50 Best Restaurants.
Corazón de Tierra in Valle de Guadalupe - here flowers,
seeds, roots and lesser-used cuts of beef, pork and lamb
are often the stars of Diego Hernández-Baquedano’s
Baja-California-inspired cuisine, which celebrates
Ensenada’s culinary traditions. Time spent working with
leading chefs – Benito Molina, Guillermo González
Berstáin, Enrique Olvera – has enhanced Diego’s 
passion for cooking and given him unique experience of
dynamic techniques. 

Taste it to believe it: Vicente Salas,
UK and Ireland director of the
Mexico Tourism Board, serves 
up an insight into Mexico’s 
ever-evolving gastronomy scene…
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Have it all with 
Unlimited-Luxury®:

Reservation-free
gourmet dining 
options

No wristbands 
required

24-hour room service

Unlimited top-shelf 
spirits 

Explorer’s Club
for kids

Movies under the stars

Sandcastle 
competitions 

Campout adventures

Ocean trampolines

Indoor movie theatres

Euro-bungees

Game rooms

Daily activities

All this & more!

I AM NOW.

A world of fun and excitement await the entire family at Now Resorts & Spas. 
Book your clients with your preferred tour operator or discover these

amazing properties yourself at www.amragents.co.uk.

I AM

THE
HAPPIEST
KID ALIVE

EXPERIENCE UNLIMITED-LUXURY® FOR RECONNECTING EVERY GENERATION IN
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: PUNTA CANA | MEXICO: PUERTO VALLARTA • RIVIERA CANCUN

BECOME A MASTER AGENT TODAY AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF INCREDIBLE 
INDUSTRY RATES, INCENTIVES AND MORE AT AMRAGENTS.CO.UK

      10:44
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ON AQUA-FIRMA'S whale shark research and photography
experiences in Mexico, guests can snorkel amongst the world's
largest seasonal aggregation of whale sharks. The experience is part
of the company’s Whale Shark Research & Marine Conservation
Portfolio at Isla Mujeres and runs between July 11–18, July 22–29 and
July 21–28, 2017. Prices lead in at £1,690 per person, based on two
sharing. For more information see aqua-firma.co.uk

Celeb effect boosts
Funway bookings

ACCORDING TO Funway
Holidays, celebrities are
driving an increase in
holiday bookings to Mexico. 
In the New Year,

Gwyneth Paltrow was
spotted on holiday in
Mexico and was snapped
on the beach, and more
recently tennis star Rafael
Nadal returned to Mexico
for a holiday. 
Rebecca Evans, senior

marketing executive for the
operator, said: “The British
public look to follow in the
footsteps of the rich and
famous on their holidays.
Mexico is amongst our top
destinations to receive the
greatest increase in
bookings for this year - no
doubt helped by the latest
James Bond film, Spectre,
which used Mexico as its
main film location. The
celebrity effect has definitely
had an effect on our
bookings to Mexico which
are 73% up year-on-year.” 
The operator is offering

seven nights at the all-
inclusive, five-star Valentin
Imperial Maya from £1,155
per person including
flights with Virgin Atlantic
from Gatwick based on
June 7 travel and two
adults sharing.   
Visit funway4agents.co.uk
for further details.

    

  

  

  

  
 

 
 

   

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

   

  

               
          

    

 

 
      

          

          
      

      

LATA highlights new tours across Mexico
THE LATIN AMERICAN Travel Association (LATA) has
highlighted a host of new tours designed to provide visitors
with a taste of adventure during their stay in Mexico.
Explore has created a holiday specially designed for bike

lovers with a new Cycle Mexico around the Yucatán
Peninsular holiday.
For nine days, travellers will cycle from the colonial towns of

Merida and Valladolid through Mayan villages along quiet
roads. The tour delves into the history and culture of the
country by visiting archaeological sites such as Chichen Itza
and Copa, as well as including traditional food tasting and
Mayan language lessons. 
The trip departs in January, March, September and

December and costs from £1,755 per person including flights
and breakfast accommodation.
Meanwhile, Llama Travel has announced the addition of the

‘Passage through Mexico’ holiday to its repertoire of tours.
From visiting ancient Mayan ruins and colonial architecture to
mixing with locals and learning about Mexican traditions, the
tour offers a voyage of discovery into the real Mexico.
The 12-day tour starts in Mexico City, takes in colonial San

Cristobal, Palenque in the jungle as well as Merida in the
Yucatan Peninsula before moving on to the popular Chichen
Itza archaeological site and ending on the beaches of Cancun. 
The operator is also offering two longer tours of 14- and

15-days that extend to the Riviera Maya and Oaxaca. 
A ‘Passage through Mexico’ tour costs from £1,699

including flights with departures running through to March
2017 – see llamatravel.com
Alternatively, Last Frontiers is offering a new honeymoon

option for travellers looking for an adventurous overland
journey in Latin America. The holiday starts in Guatemala’s
colonial capital Antigua and finishes on Mexico’s Caribbean
shores, travelling through the Mayan heartland. The final
three nights are spent on the beaches of Tulum on Mexico’s
Riviera Maya. 
Prices lead in at £5,800 per person including 19 nights’

breakfast accommodation, private excursions, a private driver
in Guatemala and car hire in Mexico. 
Visit lastfrontiers.com

Attraction World
swims with dolphins

and explores 
Mayan ruins 

ATTRACTION WORLD has
combined culture and
adventure with a new tour
that provides a full day of
Mayan history and a day
in Isla Mujeres swimming
with dolphins.
During the Chichen Itza

Classic Tour a guide
explains the historical
significance of the most
important temples of the
ancient city before
leaving guests to enjoy
Chichen Itza at their 
own pace. 
Visitors can admire the

Pyramid of Kukulcán, one
of the seven Wonders of
the New World, the
Temple of the Warriors,
The Ball Court, The
Observatory, The Nunnery
and beautifully conserved
smaller temples in 
their vicinity.
Offering the

opportunity for guests to
get up close to dolphins,
the Dolphin Adventure
Swim activity includes the
Boogie Push, where the
dolphin will push them
across the water surface
while they ride a boogie
board. The programme
also includes the Belly
Ride, where guests will
hold on to the dolphin’s
fins as they ride
backwards across 
the water. 
Tours cost £162 for an

adult or £110 for a child
aged six-12 years. 
For more information or
to book visit
attractionworld.com
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Hard Rock Hotels highlights all-inclusive offerings 
HARD ROCK Hotels is offering five-star luxury at its collections in Cancun and 
Riviera Maya.
Both resorts offer an all-inclusive base for activities including snorkelling, kayaking

and live music. Nearby attractions to Riviera Maya Hotel include the Chichen Itza,
Tulum, Coba, Tankah, Royal Garrafon Natural Reef Park, Cenote, underground river,
swimming with dolphins, watersports, sailing and zip-lining, while activities near the
resort in Cancun include water and land sports, jungle tours, Aquaworld museum,
fishing, diving and easy access to bars. 
Prices for a stay at Riviera Maya start from £1,361 per person for seven nights’ all-

inclusive based on two sharing and including flights from Gatwick plus $1,800 in
resort credits based on a stay between June 15-22. Visit ba.com/hardrock
Alternatively, a stay at Cancun costs from £1,562 per person for seven nights’ all-

inclusive based on two sharing and including flights from Gatwick and $1,800 in resort
credits based on a stay between June 6-13. Visit thomascook.com  

THE CANCUN CONVENTION and Visitors Bureau (CVB) has
announced that UK visitor numbers to Cancun increased
by 8% for the period January to October 2015 compared
with the same period the previous year. A total of 94,097
UK tourist arrivals at Cancun International Airport were
recorded, up from 87,203. 
In total, the destination welcomed 3,892,214

international and domestic holidaymakers from January to
October 2015, up 6% on the same period in 2014, with the
UK being the third largest source market after the US 
and Canada, and accounting for more than half of all
European arrivals. 
Last year air links to Cancun with Virgin Atlantic and

British Airways, which operated direct from Gatwick,
helped facilitate these numbers, with holidaymakers also
flying with Thomson and Thomas Cook on direct services
on selected dates from East Midlands, Birmingham,
Newcastle, Manchester, Stansted, Edinburgh and Glasgow
airports. This year sees the introduction of a Dublin flight
plus a special one-off service from Cardiff. 
The CVB has attributed the growth in tourism numbers

to the increased flight connectivity, as well as to Cancun’s

growing reputation as a first class holiday destination with
a plethora of new hotel and attraction openings lined up.
According to Carlos Gosselin, president of the Hotel

Association of Cancun and Puerto Morelos, the next five
years are likely to see the addition of 13,000 more hotel
rooms in Cancun. This represents a 40% increase on the
current capacity, with the total number of rooms expected
to exceed 45,000 by 2020.
The announcement comes after a recent flurry of

openings which include the five-star Royalton Riviera
Cancun Resort & Spa, the 424-room Secrets Playa Mujeres
Golf & Spa Resort, the contemporary and child-friendly
Emporio Family Suites Cancun and the beachfront Hyatt
Ziva property, which opened last month.
With the pound at near record highs against the Mexican

Peso, plus falling global oil prices resulting in cheaper
long-haul flights, the CVB expects another strong year
from the UK market. Last year it worked closely with
partners in the UK to highlight Cancun’s family product,
nightlife and cultural sites and will continue to promote
these key messages this year. 
For more information visit cancun.travel

Aeromexico launches
additional flight from

London
TO MEET high summer
demand, Mexican airline
Aeromexico has announced
that it will be adding 
a sixth flight from London
to Mexico City in June, 
which will operate for
three months.
The new service will

allow customers travelling
from London to access 
a wide network of
destinations in Mexico such
as Cancun, Cozumel,
Guadalajara and Los Cabos
and more than 30
international destinations
such as Bogota, Buenos
Aires and Sao Paulo. 
The flight will operate

daily from Heathrow to
Mexico City’s International
Airport, with return flights
priced from £800 and 
a flight time of
approximately 12 hours. 
Visit aeromexico.com 
to book or for more
information.

UK visitor numbers up by 8% reveals Cancun Convention & Visitors Bureau
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AGENTS MAKING bookings with Attraction World can pass on a
number of London attraction discounts to customers this spring.
Top attractions featuring savings include The London Eye, Shrek’s
Adventure!, SEA LIFE London Aquarium and the London Dungeon.
As an example, the company is offering tickets to Madame
Tussauds at £20 for an adult or child, representing a saving of
41% off the standard walk-up rate. All offers are bookable up until
April 30 and can be used up until March 31, 2017.

Hoseasons presents
new Hawkchurch Resort
NEW TO Hoseasons for
2016, Hawkchurch Resort
and Spa in Dorset is 
a luxury retreat designed
with peace and relaxation
in mind. 
The on-site Ezina Spa

offers a range of bespoke
treatments - from
massages and aroma
facials, to relaxation rooms
and spa packages. It also
offers a hydrotherapy pool,
sauna and Hammam-style
steam room, as well as 
a gym and bistro-style
restaurant and bar with
sun terrace. 
Set on the Dorset-Devon

border, the retreat offers
views over the Axe Valley
and each lodge comes
complete with an open
plan lounge and kitchen,
plus a private deck -  with
some also featuring an
outdoor hot tub. 
The historic town of

Axminster is a short drive
away with the Jurassic
Coast, Charmouth and
picturesque harbour of
Lyme Regis within 
easy reach. 
A three-night break for

four people staying in a
lodge with an outdoor hot-
tub costs from £506, or for
a week from £777.
Visit hoseasons.co.uk or
call 0345-498 6130 for
more information.

THE WILDERNESS Collective has extended its range of guided
small group adventures for 2016. 
Introduced to the collection this spring are a trio of new

cycling breaks, one of which takes in the newly opened
Caledonia Way; an island-hopping adventure by sea kayak; and
the opportunity to witness Scotland’s abundant wildlife in the
Outer Hebrides. The new breaks are also available to trade
partners at between 15-20% commission.
‘Biking Across Scotland’ gets guests pedalling across the

Scottish Highlands from Fort William to Inverness along
stretches of the Caledonia Way, which re-opened in October
last year following major improvements to its network of
disused railway lines, ancient bridges and paths. Under the eye
of expert guides, beginner and intermediate cyclists can learn
mountain biking techniques and can expect to spend four to
five hours in the saddle covering approximately 20 miles each
day. Prices are from £995 per person including five nights’
breakfast accommodation, some meals, ride support and
luggage transfers with departures on May 18 and July 9. 
For an island-hopping adventure with a difference, ‘Island-

Hopping in the Outer Hebrides’ paddles between the islands of
the Outer Hebrides by sea kayak with nights spent in rustic
coastal campsites en route. Priced from £825, it includes five
nights’ camping, all meals and sea kayaking equipment with
departures on May 18, July 30 and August 27.
Meanwhile, an ‘Outer Hebrides & St Kilda’ itinerary explores

(by boat and on foot) the Outer Hebrides island chain on
Scotland’s west coast, to discover its wildlife, including some of
the rarest nature in Scotland, and is priced at £1,495.
Other additions to the programme include ‘High Points of

Torridon and Wester Ross’, a hiking adventure exploring the
twin peaks of Torridon and Wester Ross; ‘Wilderness Walking
on the Isle of Skye’, exploring the varied landscapes of the Isle;
and ‘Luxury Walking – Glencoe and the Highlands’, hiking in
two of the Highland’s most striking regions, with a maritime
adventure and a five-star finale also included.
For further information visit thewildernesscollective.co.uk 
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Wilderness Collective introduces new
guided adventures in Scotland

Saga hops over to
Peter Rabbit’s Lake
District with new

short break
SAGA IS celebrating the
150th anniversary of
Beatrix Potter’s birth with 
a new three-night break
from £239.
Guests on the new Lake

District break will stay in
the market town of
Keswick at the Skiddaw
Hotel, well suited as a base
from which to tour Cumbria
and visit Top Hill, Beatrix
Potter’s former home. 
July 28 will see the 150th

anniversary of Beatrix
Potter’s birth, with other
touring options including
the World of Beatrix Potter
in Bowness-on-
Windermere, where the
favourite characters are
brought to life; and Dove
Cottage, at Grasmere, the
former home of romantic
poet William Wordsworth.
The break includes an

orientation tour of Keswick
with a local expert plus use
of the outdoor and indoor
pools, hot tub, sauna and
gym at sister hotel, 
Lodore Falls. 
All breakfasts are

included, as well as dinner
on the first night. There is
also no single supplement
for solo travellers. 
A three-night stay costs

from £239 departing on
April 24, June 2, July 24,
August 21, September 11
and October 23. 
Visit saga.co.uk for more
information.
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RAILTRAIL TOURS has announced a new selection of escorted ‘Rail Ale Trails’ combining heritage and nostalgia with
visits to breweries. 
The operator’s ‘Scottish Steam Rail & Ale Trail’ in October, based in Stirling, features a boat trip onto the Falkirk

Wheel, the world’s only rotating boat lift; a day at the Bo’ness & Kinneil Steam Gala; steam nostalgia on the
Strathspey Steam Railway; and visits to Harviestoun and Cairngorm Breweries, plus a talk from the small, craft
brewer Kinneil Brew. 
Also departing in October, the ‘Yorkshire Dales Steam Rail & Ale Trail’ is based in Harrogate and features the

Keighley & Worth Valley Steam Gala; York’s National Railway Museum; the Embsay & Bolton Abbey Steam Railway; the
Wensleydale Railway; and visits to York Brewery and Black Sheep in Masham. 
Prices start at £399 for five days, although additional packages can be organised from every UK mainland station. 

Call 01538-382323 for further details.

Butlin’s launches second digital guide
BUTLIN’S HAS launched the second edition of its digital 2016
Family Breaks guide, now available for agents to download. 
Following agent feedback indicating the importance of

convenience, the company launched its first purely digital
guide for agents in November last year. The second edition is
now available for agents to download from the trade website,
and agents can keep this on their screens for easy access
when talking through a break with customers who will be
directed to agency team members by rack cards displayed 
in store. 
The guide also provides agents with the additional benefit

of data capture and the capability to send customers
enquiring about a break the ‘Family Breaks Guide’ via email,
thus collecting valuable client email addresses, as well as
increasing customer engagement and interaction.
The 30-page digital guide also provides information on new

developments and entertainment at three seaside resorts for
the year ahead, as well as accommodation options, dining
plans, an easy reference list of 2016 breaks and details of
booking offers.
In order to help agents secure their bookings for 2016,

guests can save up to 15% on every 2016 break booked
throughout this year, while kids aged under five eat free on
selected Just for Tots breaks.  
For details see bourneleisuresales.co.uk
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OPENING LAST week, Warwick Castle’s Horrible Histories Maze is
a new multi-sensory experience where the aim isn’t to reach the
middle, but to reorder the muddle that mischievous Rattus Rattus
has made of time, unravel clues and find the way out. En route,
guests will encounter Stormin’ Normans, Slimy Stuarts,
treacherous Gunpowder Plotters and Woeful Witches with moving
walls, interactive puzzles and gruesomely fun facts to discover.
Entry is included with general admission and bookings can be
made online five days in advance at warwick-castle.com

PREMIER HOLIDAYS has released 
a new summer breaks poster for
travel agents to put in their windows
promoting holidays to the Channel
Islands in anticipation of a busy
summer season ahead. 
Highlighting a series of tactical

offers for short breaks and longer
stays in both Jersey and Guernsey, the
operator is encouraging clients to visit
the islands this summer with added

value extras such as free nights, free
meals and free room upgrades
available on selected breaks. 
New for the company this year is

the introduction of a Luton service
operating to Jersey four times weekly
on Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays and
Sundays between April and
September, as well as a new daily
service from Leeds to Guernsey
operating from May onwards. 

Both new routes offer an added
draw for customers in these regions
seeking a short break or long
weekends in the Channel Islands.
Travel agents can also benefit from

the company’s agent incentive,
earning £5 for every Channel Islands
booking made.
For more information, or to download
or order summer breaks posters,visit
trade.premierholidays.co.uk 

New selection of Rail Ale Trails with October departures from Railtrail Tours

Premier provides tactical offers for agents to highlight the Channel Islands 
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VIKING CRUISES welcomed the latest additions to its fleet with the christening of six new Viking Longships during a waterfront celebration
in Amsterdam. Recognising the contribution the travel trade has made to the growth of the river cruise industry, the operator honoured
Beryl Gibson (left), joint owner of Northumbria Travel Limited, along with five other key agent partners by naming them ceremonial
godmothers. Pictured with Beryl is Viking captain Milos Kadar. Visit vikingcruises.co.uk

Oberoi Group launches
new Nile cruiser 

THE OBEROI Group has
announced the launch of 
a new ultra-luxurious Nile
cruiser, the Oberoi Philae.
The newest addition to its

portfolio in Egypt features
22 cabins and suites, each
offering picturesque views
of the Nile; and the latest
technology including high-
speed Wi-Fi. The vessel will
cruise between Aswan and
Luxor as part of a four- or
six-night itinerary. 
Mahmoud Nourelden,

manager of the ship, said:
“The luxury Nile cruiser
offers the discerning
traveller an oasis of
tranquillity with service that
is warm, intuitive and
personalised. We are
confident that the cruiser
will add tangible value 
to the hospitality sector 
in Egypt.”
Cox & Kings is offering 

a ten-day itinerary from
£2,690 per person which
includes a six-night sailing
on the Oberoi Philae, 
five-star accommodation in
Cairo and flights 
from London.
For further information visit
oberoihotels.com and
coxandkings.co.uk

Popularity of river cruise holidays continues to grow 
FIGURES RELEASED by the Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA) show the ever-
growing appeal of a river cruise has led to an 8% rise in the number of UK passengers
taking a holiday on waterways in Europe and further afield.

The number of British travellers taking a river cruise grew by more than 10,000, taking
the total to 150,300. 

Europe remains the most popular region accounting for 87% of river cruises taken by UK
passengers; the River Danube’s popularity continued to soar, growing 38%, while cruises
on the Rhone and Seine grew by 30% last year.  

Andy Harmer, CLIA Europe VP operations, said: “We have seen tremendous investment
by companies in new, innovative ships with greater amenities on board. This, coupled with
an ever-increasing choice and diversity of itineraries in Europe and further afield, has led
to more UK passengers than ever opting for a river cruise holiday.” 

In ocean cruise news, the association has also released figures showing that a record
1,789,000 passengers from the UK and Ireland took an ocean cruise in 2015, representing
a 9% rise year-on-year - the highest increase in seven years.

rivercruise

IN AN initiative aimed at informing agents
on the world’s top rivers for cruise lines,
Uniworld Boutique River Cruise Collection is
launching a River of the Month campaign. 

The educational campaign, which profiles
a new river each month, kicks off this
month with everything agents need to know
about the second largest river in Europe, 
the Danube. 

The company has created an informative
fact sheet which agents can collect each
month and file away for reference. It
includes a detailed map, top facts about the
river, special offers and advice from the
line’s representatives on must-see sights
and their favourite stops along the river. The
company will also highlight a Voyage of the
Month which details a brief day-by-day
itinerary, cruise inclusions and a lead 
in price.

The initiative will also offer agent
incentives relating to the profiled river.

Agents that book any Danube River Cruise
through the operator before March 31 
will receive a £20 Love2Shop voucher for
each booking.   

Jamie Loizou, head of marketing for the
brand, said: “November’s CLIA River Cruise
Convention in Amsterdam brought to light
that the geography of even the industry’s
most experienced cruise professionals still
left room for improvement. We thought this
would be a great opportunity to produce 
a monthly river guide that agents can keep
for reference and use as a selling tool. The
fact sheet will feature river facts, insights on
which waterway is suitable for which type of
guest and itinerary examples. This is an
invaluable tool for agents to use as a quick
go-to guide when they need to clinch a river
cruise sale.”
For more information email
agency.sales@uniworld.com, call 080-8281
1125 or visit uniworld.com

Uniworld launches River of the Month initiative for agents
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Wendy Wu unveils
new river tours  

WENDY WU Tours has
launched its new Asia
River Cruising brochure
for 2016/17 with new river
tours exploring the
waterways of China,
Vietnam, Laos, Burma 
and India.
The 17 group and

private tours include trips
along Burma’s Irrawaddy
and Chindwin, India’s
Brahmaputra, the Mekong
river in Laos, as well as
China’s Yunnan 
province and the Red River
in Vietnam. 
Prices start from £2,690

per person for a ten-day
‘Ultimate Yangtze’ journey,
while the longest tour is
the 21-day ‘Mekong
Odyssey’ trip from 
£4,790, both on a fully
inclusive basis.
Laurence Hicks,

managing director for the
operator, said: “River
cruising showcases a more
authentic and unusual way
to experience Asia’s
breathtaking landscapes.
Our new tours allow
travellers to journey along
lesser-explored routes and
gain a fascinating insight
into the culture and lives
of those living along the
river. With a range of
itineraries for both groups
and private tours, we think
these tours will 
capture the imagination of
British travellers.”
For details or to book visit
wendywutours.co.uk/
river-cruising

TAUCK HAS unveiled its 2016 river cruise
plans with the debut of two new ships, 
a new itinerary along the Rhine and new
onshore dining experiences. The company
is also offering prices of up to £850 per
couple lower than 2015 rates.

The price reductions are due to foreign
exchange gains made by the US dollar
against the euro, which the operator is
passing along to its customers. 

Dan Mahar, CEO for the company, said:
“We’re incredibly proud of the value we
deliver to our guests, and when
opportunities arise to increase that value –
whether it’s by enhancing the experience
our guests enjoy or by taking advantage of
favorable exchange rates – we’re excited 
to do so. For 2016, we’ve been able to 
do both.” 

Meanwhile, two new Inspiration Class
riverboats are to join the fleet, the MS
Grace which launches in April and the MS
Joy in June, which sails on three voyages
along the Danube. 

MS Grace will sail exclusively on the
Rhine; one of the itineraries is the ten-day
‘The Rhine, Swiss Alps and Amsterdam’
programme costing from £3,300 per
person, plus airfare. 

A highlight for guests travelling on the
new Rhine option is a private evening
inside Schloss Ehreshoven in
Engelskirchen, Germany. Normally closed
to the public, the castle will host guests for
a cocktail reception, dinner and live
musical performances. 

Schloss Ehreshoven will also be featured
on ‘The Romantic Rhine’ itinerary, and is
one of several new onshore dinner venues
being featured on river cruises this year. 

Other new dining venues include the
Chateau Bizy in France and Schloss
Johannisberg in Germany, which join 
a host of other notable sites where river
cruise guests already enjoy memorable
dinners ashore, ranging from a private
Viennese palace to a historic castle 
in Prague.  
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THE FIRST pictures of APT Luxury River Cruises’ new ship – The Princess Panhwar – have been
released. The ship will be sailing a series of 17-day itineraries in Myanmar year-round and although
2016 sailings are sold out, sailings for 2017/18 are now on sale. Visit aptouring.co.uk/burma

AmaWaterways offers free flights & transfers 
AMAWATERWAYS HAS a limited number of cabins available on selected departures
throughout 2016, and has packaged these up with free flights and transfers. 

Prices start from £1,399 per person for a cabin, and £1,699 for a balcony cabin.
As an example of some of the itineraries included in the offer, ‘The Enchanting

Rhine’ is a seven-night luxury cruise (November 6 departure) that offers savings of
up to £540 per person. On the tour guests can enjoy a tour of Amsterdam’s canals,
visit Cologne and its gothic cathedral, wander the streets of Strasbourg in Alsace
and cruise the Rhine Gorge, lined with ruins of medieval castles and fortresses. 

Prices start from £1,599 per person including flights, non-UK transfers, all meals
with wine, beer and soft drinks at lunch and dinner, plus complimentary daily tours
and excursions. 

Also included is the new for 2016 ‘Taste of Bordeaux’ itinerary. Departing on May
27, guests can discover stately chateaux and vineyards as they sail on a seven-night
cruise along the Garonne River and its surrounding estuaries, calling on port cities
such as Cadillac, Bourg and Libourne. 

Prices start from £1,399, down from £2,899. 
Call 0808-256 8422 or visit amawaterways.co.uk for more information.

                      
                     

 

             
  

        

     
    

    

     
    

   

    
  

     

   
  

 

New ships & updated river cruise plans from Tauck 
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AGGIE MACKENZIE, best known for her appearances on
Channel Four’s ‘How Clean is Your House?’ and ITV’s
‘Storage Hoarders’, will be joining passengers on The
River Cruise Line’s MS Serenity for a cruise along the
Danube in August. 

The broadcaster and domestic diva will entertain
passengers during the trip with talks on how to de-
clutter homes, as well as sharing the most memorable
moments from her TV experiences. 

Travelling on the eight-day ‘Cruise the Danube to
Vienna & Budapest’ itinerary, which departs on August

15, the trip takes in Vienna, Budapest and Bratislava,
with options to join excursions to famous sites 
including Melk Abbey, Vienna’s Schönbrunn Palace and
Bratislava Castle.

Prices lead in at £1,099 per person, based on two
adults sharing an en-suite cabin, including return coach
travel from joining points nationwide, ferry crossings
from Dover, full board accommodation and the services
of a cruise manager. 
For more information visit rivercruiseline.co.uk or call
0844-544 6437.

We are protected by ABTA and our flight inclusive packages are fully bonded with the CAA’s ATOL scheme, which means your holiday 
is completely protected. Offers are subject to availability and can be withdrawn at any time. Correct at date of print (March 2016).
 ABTA No.V3031

 For full details ring now on 0800 668 1702 or visit our 
website at www.cosmostoursandcruises.co.uk

 To order brochures visit www.tradegate.co.uk or email 
agencysales@cosmostours.co.uk

• Free ‘Start in Style’ 
home pick up service 
(book before 11 April 2016)

• £100 off per couple 
(book before 31 March 2016)

• Extra savings available

• Airport transfers and 
luggage allowance 
included

• Flights from 24 UK 
airports

 We offer 
your cruise 
customers 
more…

Aggie MacKenzie joins The River Cruise Line for a trip along the Danube

Buda Castle, Budapest
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THE 2017/18 season will see the EUROPA 2 (pictured), Hapag-Lloyd Cruises’ five-star-plus luxury
cruise ship, embark on varied routes around the globe. In addition to a number of premiere ports,
guests can also expect a new cruise format - IN2BALANCE - which focuses on the relaxation
techniques of the Far East. The 500-passenger ship's schedule will include 22 maiden calls and, for
the first time, will be stopping at ports such as Messina in Italy, Port Canaveral in the US, Puerto
Chacabuco in Chile and Stanley on the Falkland Islands. Holiday experiences can also be extended by 
a few more days with guests arranging to visit ports of departure and arrival on their own. 

New entertainment
line-up planned for
Seven Seas Explorer 

TAPPING INTO the
industry-leading
entertainment team at
Norwegian Cruise Line,
Regent Seven Seas Cruises
is developing a collection of
custom-designed stage
spectaculars for its newest
ship, Seven Seas Explorer.,
which debuts with four 
new shows. 
A theatrical team

comprised of writers,
directors and
choreographers with
extensive Broadway
experience are developing
the various productions
specifically for the line, led
by Julliard-trained musical
director Jeremy Fenn-
Smith. Performed by a cast
of 12 singers and dancers
accompanied by a live
seven-piece orchestra, the
productions debuting on
the new ship include Peggy
Lee - a homage to the
American jazz and popular
music crooner, Peggy Lee;
Burn the Floor - which
takes the audience back to
9 February 1964 when
Beatlemania and the
British Invasion hit North
America during the Sunday
night Ed Sullivan Show;
Paradis - featuring the
finest in Parisian-style
entertainment; and A Day in
Hollywood - which features
some of the greatest music
written for the movies, such
as 'Over the Rainbow',
'Thanks for the Memory'
and 'Hooray for Hollywood.' 

The line is also investing
in upgrading the level of
entertainment across its
entire fleet. In the coming
months, each ship will add
a wide-range of staged
entertainment, from
Broadway-style theatrical
shows and artfully-staged
musical medleys to variety-
style comedic productions.  
For further information
visit rssc.com or call
02380-682280.

PAUL GAUGUIN Cruises has released its
new 2017 Voyages brochure featuring 
Tahiti, French Polynesia, Fiji and South
Pacific itineraries. 

The brochure presents sailings by The
Gauguin, which offers an elegant yet casual
ambiance, luxury accommodation, gourmet
dining, trademark Polynesian hospitality
and all-inclusive value. Fleet distinctions,
dining venues, entertainment, activities,
private retreats, destination guides, 
deck plans and sailing schedules are 
also highlighted.  

New itineraries for 2017 include a 16-
night Fiji to Bali voyage that departs on
April 29. The reverse itinerary, Bali to Fiji, is
17 nights and departs on June 7. The
Gauguin will also be showcasing its most
sought-after itineraries which include the

seven-night Tahiti & the Society Islands;
seven-night Tahiti, the Society Islands 
& Tuamotus; ten-night Society Islands 
& Tuamotus; 11-night Cook Islands 
and Society Islands; and 14-night
Marquesas, Tuamotus & Society Islands.

The company is including roundtrip
airfares from Los Angeles on all 2017
voyages, with cruise-only prices starting
from £2,976 per person based on a seven-
night Tahiti & Society Islands itinerary
departing on January 21. It includes
accommodation in an ocean view stateroom
with all meals, soft drinks, selected
alcoholic beverages and gratuities. Also
included is free airfare between Los
Angeles and Papeete.
To book or for details call 020-7399 7691 or
visit pgcruises.com
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Tahiti, French Polynesia, Fiji & South Pacific itineraries
feature in Paul Gauguin's newly-launched 2017 brochure 

COINCIDING WITH the release of its new 2017 preview brochure, Royal Caribbean
International has unveiled details of its latest On Sale Now promotion. 

The line’s 2017 preview brochure offers a range of itineraries and new sailings, and
will be followed by a main worldwide brochure in June.

Key itineraries for 2017 include Independence of the Seas’ new Northern Europe
sailings including new port - Rotterdam, the Jewel of the Seas’ new Western
Mediterranean sailings from Rome, new sailings from Amsterdam, new Western
Europe sailing on Vision of the Seas and new seven-night Alaskan adventures with
Explorer of the Seas and Radiance of the Seas.

In addition to the new sailings, the On Sale Now promotion is available to book until
May 2 and is applicable to selected 2017 sailings, with savings of up to £1,000 on suites
and up to £500 on other staterooms.  
For more information visit royalcaribbean.co.uk

Royal Caribbean International reveals ‘On Sale Now’
promotion for 2017 with savings of up to £1,000
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Fred. Olsen presents ‘twin-for-sole
occupancy’ discounts for solo travellers 
TO MAKE cruising with Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines more
attractive to solo travellers, the company has introduced
'twin-for-sole occupancy' discounts. 

The deals mean that a solo guest, occupying a twin
cabin, will either pay no single-supplement or receive 
up to 50% off the supplement cost, depending on the
selected cruise. 

Nathan Philpot, sales and marketing director for the line,
said: “With 10% of all cabins in our fleet being dedicated to
solo travellers, we have one of the highest proportions of
dedicated accommodation for solos within the industry.” 

The company is offering 'twin-for-sole occupancy'
discounts for solo travellers on a range of cruise itineraries
for 2016/17 on its Balmoral, Braemar, Boudicca and Black
Watch ships. 

For solo cruisers who prefer to occupy a single cabin, the
line has a number of cabin options available on each of its
four ships, covering all grades, from 'Single Inside' and
'Single Outside' cabins, to 'Single Balcony Suites'. 
For further information visit fredolsencruises.com 

Costa Cruises introduces new rewards 
COSTA CRUISES is celebrating the 15th anniversary of its
guest loyalty programme ‘CostaClub’ by rewarding guests
with new benefits.

The scheme will introduce two new membership ‘clubs’,
Perla Diamante and Ambra, bringing the total number of
membership clubs to six joining Acquamarina, Corallo, Perla
and Perla Oro. Each of the clubs has personalised benefits
and privileges tailored to different types of traveller.

The Perla Diamante Club is the most exclusive club,
offering services such as home luggage pick up and delivery,
immediate boarding, complimentary upgrades, free access
to the Club Restaurant throughout the entire cruise, front
row theatre reservations and dedicated excursions. The
Ambra Club is dedicated to those who have never cruised
with the line before, enabling them to fully embrace the
experience from a beginner’s perspective.

The line will also introduce new ways to accumulate points
based on the cruises over the last three years. The base
points accredited for each cruise day will be awarded
according to the type of cabin selected, so that each guest’s
points will increase much faster. Costs for partner airfares
and on board expenses will also contribute to accumulating
points. Guests will experience further discounts, gifts and
exclusive services on board.

The anniversary will also see the launch of a contest 
to win a holiday plus the chance to win a jackpot of 
50,000 euros.
For further information visit costacruises.co.uk
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Talking with cruise lines and travel agents I
feel as though as an industry we are presently
riding on the crest of the wave – and excuse

the nautical pun! We recently had the great news
that a record breaking number of UK and Irish
passengers took an ocean cruise holiday in 2015,
and not to be outdone, river cruises also posted
their best ever year. And much of this success can
be attributed to you, as travel agents.
And there’s more good news as that wave of

opportunity is continuing. There’s tremendous
optimism that 2016 will also be a great year.
Globally, we are predicting to see 24 million cruise
passengers and it seems people just can’t get
enough of cruise - the demand has increased by an
extraordinary 68% in the last ten years.
New ships of course help increase the cruise

appeal, and next month we will see Royal
Caribbean’s latest ship Ovation of the Seas set sail,
followed in May by the largest ship in the world,
Harmony of the Seas, and we at CLIA are delighted
that it will be taking centre stage at the sold-out
CLIA Conference in Southampton.
Holland America Line’s Koningsdam is also

launching in May and CLIA travel agents have the
opportunity to visit the ship when it calls into
Tyneside. The new Carnival Vista also sets sail in
May followed in June by Thomson Cruises’ newest
ship Thomson Discovery.
And it’s not just the larger ships that are

grabbing the headlines. You could almost say the
ultra luxury sector is booming. We heard recently
that Crystal Cruises is introducing the world’s first
purpose-built polar class megayacht and also that
Ponant is ordering four new expedition ships.
Scenic are also moving into the ocean luxury
sector with an expedition style yacht. And of course
later this year Regent Seven Seas Cruises’, Seven
Seas Explorer and Seabourn’s Seabourn Encore
join the worldwide fleet. 
So a lot is happening in the coming months

which is great news not only for the UK cruise
market but for travel agents as well. 
It really is an exciting time to be selling cruise

holidays and we at CLIA are here to help you sell
more cruise holidays by providing a wealth of
information about destinations, cruise ships,
experiences – together with offering events up and
down the country bringing you together with many
different cruise lines along with opportunities to
visit a range of cruise ships. 

SELLING CRUISE IS CLIA

by Andy Harmer, CLIA Europe Vice President Operations
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Crystal restores SS United States
CRYSTAL CRUISES, together with the SS United States
Conservancy, has announced that it will save ‘America's
Flagship’, the SS United States, and bring the ship into
compliance with the latest standards to return her to
service. 

Edie Rodriguez, president and CEO for the line, said:
“The prospect of revitalising the SS United States and re-
establishing her as 'America's Flagship' once again is a
thrilling one. It will be a very challenging undertaking, but
we are determined to apply the dedication and innovation
that has always been the ship's hallmark.”

In order to meet modern demands and be in full
regulatory compliance, the ship will have to be extensively
re-built to meet more than 60 years of new maritime rules
and shipbuilding practices. 

The modern ‘United States by Crystal Cruises’ will be
transformed into an 800-guest-capacity vessel, featuring
400 suites with dining, entertainment, spa and other luxury
guest amenities that are true to the ship's history. 

Features of the original SS United States such as the
Promenade and Navajo Lounge will be retained, while new
engines and sophisticated marine technology will be
installed to maintain her title as the fastest cruise vessel in
the world.

New itineraries for the 60,000-gross-ton ship are being
examined and could include traditional transatlantic
voyages from New York City and cruises from key US ports,
as well as international voyages.
For further information call 020-7399 7601 or visit
crystalcruises.co.uk

oceancruise

PONANT announces
four new expedition

ships
PONANT HAS signed 
a letter of intent for the
order of four ships, the
first step in a project to
expand the company’s
fleet since it was bought
by ARTEMIS in 2015.
The company has

selected VARD (Vard
Holdings Limited) to build
its next four ships, with
delivery of the first one
expected in 2018. In
keeping with the
company’s philosophy,
they will all be small-
capacity, intimate ships,
128m in length with 92
staterooms, and will have
a crew of 110. 
Ice Class ranked and

equipped with the latest
technologies, the
expedition ships will be
easy to manoeuvre and
able to reach sites that
larger vessels cannot
access.
On board, Blue

Expeditions will focus on
exploring Oceania, its
lagoons and secret
islands, while Green
Expeditions will take
passengers amongst
other places to South
America’s best preserved
sites, including Orinoco
River in Amazonia, Costa
Rica, Papua New Guinea
or the Indian Ocean.

Princess Cruises offers
up to £1,000 off flights
HOLIDAYMAKERS CAN
save up to £1,000 per
couple on flights when
booking a cruise and
flights with Princess
Cruises. 
The offer is available on

bookings made before May
2 and applies to 221
selected voyages in Asia,
the Caribbean and the
Americas departing this
year. The £200 savings per
couple applies to Alaska
cruises, with £300 off Asia
cruises, £500 off
Caribbean, South America,
Panama Canal and Japan
cruises and £1,000 off
selected world voyages.
Tony Roberts, vice

president for the line, said:
“Through this offer, UK
customers can pay less for
their flights to exotic
destinations giving them
more money to treat
themselves on holiday. This
is a great opportunity for
travel agents as they can
shout about the fantastic
destinations that we visit
which are further afield
and slightly off the beaten
path.” 
For more information call
0843-373 0333 or visit
princess.com

An artist's impression of SS United States

CRUISE AND MARITIME Voyages (CMV) has introduced a new
round British Isles Discovery cruise venturing to some of the
more remote islands. 

The eight-night cruise sails from Tilbury to Invergordon in
Scotland for guests to take an optional excursion to Loch Ness
to hunt for the Loch Ness Monster and visit Dunrobin or
Urquhart Castle, the Rogie Falls Walk or opt for a Whisky tour. 

The next call is Stornoway, in the Outer Hebrides, with the
opportunity for trail walking, a visit to Lewis Castle, 
a Harris tweed tour or, for the more adventurous, a Seatrek
RIB excursion. 

Sailing on to Tobermory, excursions to Duart Castle, Mull or
a Tobermory walk are available, while an arrival in Dublin
offers the chance to take a river cruise and explore the city
from the River Liffey or take a coastal panoramic tour. 

St Mary’s on the Isles of Scilly offers the opportunity for an
excursion to the Tresco Abbey Gardens or an Island Sea Safari,
with the final port of call, Honfleur in France, giving guests the
opportunity to take in Monet’s House and Gardens, Deauville -
a favoured haunt of Coco Chanel - or the history and emotivism
of the British D-Day landing beaches. 

Sailing on the 600-passenger Astor, the ship embarks on
April 23 and arrives back in Tilbury on May 1. Prices are from
£499 per person based on two sharing a twin inner cabin,
representing a saving of 50%, down from £999. 

The price includes full board accommodation, daytime
activities and evening entertainment. Gratuities at £5 per
person, per night are excluded and are added to the on 
board account.
Visit cruiseandmaritime.com or call 0844-998 3877 for details.

Castles, monsters & a touch of Chanel from CMV’s British Isles option
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HURTIGRUTEN HAS announced that 12
of its Norwegian Coastal Voyages will
focus on giving passengers an in-
depth insight into Norwegian culture,
art, music and history this spring.

They include one of Norway’s
national treasures, the music of
Edvard Grieg, with a trip kicking off
with a piano concert in a cave at
Trollhaugen, Grieg’s home in Bergen.
Guests will enter the cave by raft
across the lake which will be specially

illuminated for the event with a tour of
the composer’s villa to follow.

Other highlights include operatic
arias performed inside a cave in the
mountains and a concert in an old
fish-oil factory. In addition to the
concerts, passengers can enjoy
lectures on Norwegian culture, guided
cathedral tours, art exhibitions and
botanical garden tours.

A total of 17 cultural events are
included in the package, with an
additional six offered for a small
supplement. Passengers can
experience the full programme of
events on the 12-day Classic Round

Voyage from Bergen to Kirkenes and
back to Bergen, or join just the north
or south-bound portion. 

The 12-day cultural sailing departs
on April 4 on MS Kong Harald from
Bergen to Kirkenes and back to
Bergen, with prices from £1,250 per
person based on full board and two
sharing an inside cabin. Flight and
transfer prices start from an additional
£330 per person.

The line has also introduced new
‘Flavour of Norway’ packages, offering
short polar adventures that include
sailing past some of Norway’s most
scenic fjords, mountains and islands. 
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Hurtigruten launches 12 new cultural voyages for spring 2016

oceancruise

Crossword:
Across: 1. FINNAIR, 4. LEV, 6. ALAMO, 7. SINAI, 8. CORK, 10. MANOS, 13. AMMAN, 14. INCA, 17. VENUS, 18. HANOI, 19.
LCA, 20. WAIKIKI. 
Down: 1. FRANCE, 2. ATOL, 3. ROSEAU, 4. LINCOLN, 5. VAIL, 9. ROMANIA, 11. WARSAW, 12. TAHITI, 15. OVAL, 16. THAI. 

Highlighted Word: ALICANTE
Where Am I?: The National Wallace Monument on Abbey Craig, Stirling, Scotland.

puzzlesolutions
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READY to dine
Fine dining with casual to formal options in venues 
ranging from Pan Asian and informal Italian to 
speciality steak and seafood, with extra focus on 
regional cuisine.

READY to relax
Some of the most spacious staterooms and suites at 
sea, many featuring private balcony.

READY to be entertained
From culinary arts demonstrations and digital 
workshops, the classical sounds of Lincoln Centre 
Stage, BB Kings legendary Blues to 50 years of hits 
from Billboard Onboard.

READY to explore
A new partnership with BBC Earth and AFAR means 
access to the most immersive destination experience 
both before and during your clients’ cruise – as well  
as long days and overnights in port.

Now’s the time for your clients to Sail and Save!

Worldwide Cruises 
featuring up to US$1,000 of benefits
Departures 01/07/16 onwards

  7-night Caribbean from £499pp

  7-night Alaska from £649pp

  12-night Mediterranean £899pp

  14-night Asia from £1,099pp

  14-night Australasia from £1,099pp

  14-night South America from £1,199pp

  15-night Panama Canal from £1,399pp

Many more cruises and  
destinations available 

FREE: US$100 Beverage Card
FREE: up to $400 Onboard Spend
FREE: or reduced 3rd/4th fares

PLUS receive 200 FREE internet 
minutes and up to US$500 FREE 
onboard spend for Suites
Book your clients by 1st June 2016

Ways to book:

POLAR Online: via www.hollandamerica.co.uk and click on partnerships 
Reservations by phone – 0844 338 8600
Online training – www.halacademy.co.uk
Visit www.hollandamerica.co.uk

Ready to Cruise Terms & Conditions apply. Ready to Cruise is available on select cruises from 1st July 2016 onwards when booked by 1st June 2016.  Please ask for terms and conditions

       16:37
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(1) Ponant Bonus fare based on two people sharing a cabin, excluding pre/post 
transportation, port & security taxes. Ponant Bonus fare is susceptible to change 
depending on availability at the moment of reservation. More information is available 
at www.ponant.com. Document & photos non contractual.  (2) O� er  per person for all 
reservations for  a selection of Alaskan cruises. This o� er can be modified or removed 
at any time and without notice. O� er valid from 05/01/16 until 14/02/16 and subject 
to avaliablity. This o� er Is not combinable with any other o� er and is non-retroactive 
Photo credits: © PONANT / Lorraine Turci / François Lefebvre. Alcohol abuse is 
dangerous for health, consume in moderation.

Between natural reserves, majestic fjords and snow covered peaks, head for a 
thrilling voyage of discovery of Alaska and the traditions of the American Indians. 
Zodiacs outings, highly experienced naturalists and expedition guides, 
wildlife observation, all aboard an intimate luxury yacht. Live the five-star 
expedition experience.

A bilingual crew, attentive service, fine dining and ports of call inaccessible to 
larger ships:  discover the treasures of the World by sea with PONANT.

9:45 am 
65° 53’ 37.73’’ N

168° 23’ 43.42’’ W

www.ponant.com
Contact your travel agent or call our UK call center: 0800 980 4027  

June – August 2016: 4 departures starting at 4 300 € (1)

500 € flight credit (2)
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